This Month Inside Facilities

August 24, 2020

Dear Co-worker,

We hope you found time this summer to relax and have fun, away from work. In this issue see what our carpenters are up to, plan to participate in Wintersession, read a note from Kyu, see a special announcement, and more!

You can keep up with the latest COVID-19 announcements on the University COVID-19 website, and find resources on Facilities’ COVID-19 Resources page.

Letter From Kyu

During the past several weeks we planned to welcome students back to campus.... We now know that is not the case.

Read more.

Carpenters Build Protection

The Carpenter Shop is working with OCP and University customers to provide COVID shielding around campus.

Read more.

COVID-19 Testing

[Image of chemical test tubes]
Princeton University is launching a comprehensive asymptomatic COVID-19 testing protocol for some staff members.

Read more.

2019 Service Recognition

Congratulations to the Facilities employees who attained years of service milestones in 2019!

Read more.

Wintersession is ON

Undergraduate students, graduate students, staff and faculty can participate as teachers, learners or both.

Read more.

Birth Announcement

The famous sheep "Shearly Tilghman," part of the flock that keeps the solar field grass in top condition, has given birth to two beautiful lambs.

Read more.

Information Sessions

Two important information sessions (one about retirement, one about benefits) will be held in September.

Read more.

Staff News July/August

Welcome New Staff Members